
Level 4: The Vault of Ezel Torm

E
zel Torm, master arcane smith and theurge,

long ago taught the arts of fabrication of

golems and other magical constructs and

creatures in secret to a handful of

fanatically devoted students within these

now forgotten ruins. The school began as a

place of learning, where apprentice smiths

came from various lands to learn the arts of arcane crafting.

Over time, however, Ezel Torm's mind became corrupted

from a creeping madness. Whether from madness-inducing

tomes he consulted in the City of Brass to learn his secrets or

exposure to the eldritch and unearthly substances necessary

for his craft or perhaps from contact with fiends and powers

required to imbue his greatest creations with life, it is not

known. As Ezel Torm learned even more powerful

techniques, his festering mind began to fear that his secrets

would be discovered by speak with dead or other forms of

divination if his students were allowed to depart from his

teachings. Thus, in his final years, he came to accept only the

most devoted acolytes, and required of them an oath to live

and die within the school so that his secrets would be safe

from the outside world. As his life neared its end, Ezel Torm

constructed this final level below his school. Beneath the

levels above, where are found his forges and storehouses,

minor craft halls, vestrys, sanctums and cells, this lowest

level contains his deepest enchanting chamber, the final

resting places of his most accomplished students, and, most

notably, the secret hiding place of the two keys which allow

access to his final resting vault.

Level Features
The workmanship of the level is of varying quality, from

exquisite in the main rooms, to unfinished in others such as

areas 8 and 17, as the end of Ezel Torm's life came upon him

sooner than he had planned, leaving some of his masterwork

incomplete. The ceilings of all rooms are 20-feet-high and

vaulted unless otherwise noted, with areas 1, 13, 15 and 16

having 30-foot ceilings. Worked passageways have 15-foot-

high vaulted ceilings, while the rougher areas 8 and 17 have

only 10-foot-high squared ceilings. The vaulted ceilings and

walls are set with thin broze plates that have been

masterfully worked with images of constructs and their

creation and other scenes from Ezel Torm's life, including his

visits to the City of Brass, though many of the images are

troublingly interspersed with darker topics and fiendish

images, including the killing and burial of some of his

students.

The ghastly form of Vordrian Suug, the last of Ezel Torm's

devotees to perish within the school, roams the halls

randomly as a wraith-warlock, straying from his place of

entombment at area 17b. See that area for more details. He

is not affected by the forbiddance effect outlined below.

Forbiddance. The entire level is covered by the effects of a

permanent forbiddance spell, created via a wish spell. It

may not be dispelled except by another wish. Celestials,

elementals, fey, fiends, and undead suffer 6d10 radiant

damage per turn (otherwise as per the spell), unless their

summoning is done in the Great Summoning Chamber

(area 13) as part of a ritual of imbuement during which

time a password created by and known only to Ezel Torm

is uttered.

16: Brazier Floor, Iron Guardians
and Second Key
A DC 10 Perception check notices the strong smell of oil

once the door from area 13 is opened. This two-leveled stone

room has a 30-foot vaulted ceiling, worked with intricate

carvings. The central depression seems to be filled with a

thin coating of an oil of some sort. In the northern alcove sits

an empty bookcase and two small unlit standing braziers. In

the southern alcove stand two small unlit braziers as well as

three statues--one large four-armed armored humanoid made

of a strange green metal, and two smaller statues made of a

darker iron, in the shape of large war dogs, though their

slightly open mouths reveal large fangs and glow and smoke

faintly with a hellish red light.

Guardians. These powerful statues are a four-armed

meteorite-iron golem and two flameforged hell hound

iron golems. The golems animate and attack anyone who

enters or crosses over the depressed section (the brazier

floor), or anyone who uses magic or a magic item within

the room even if on the far alcove, or if they are targeted

with any spell or attack, unless a password known only to

Ezel Torm is spoken.

Brazier Floor. The sunken middle section sits 5 feet below

the level of the rest of the room. It contains approximately

2 inches of a thick, viscous, oil-like substance, which is

eternally refilled by 8 small holes (4 on each side of the

depression) that lead to small planar gates which bring the

substance in from the oily refuse of the iron gears and

machines of a lake of oil from the plane of Acheron. A

similar set of 8 holes in the corners of the floor drain the

substance, so that it is constantly refilling. The surface of

the black liquid gleams with a multicolored shimmer. A DC

12 Intelligence check suggests the liquid is flammable.

Though the liquid is likely not lit when the PCs enter, if it is

subsequently ignited, the entire floor burns with an

elemental flame (though not itself an elemental, thus not

prohibited by the forbiddance) which causes 2d8 damage

to any creature that is present in the liquid when lit, who

enters the liquid when lit or who spends any portion of

their turn in the liquid. Once lit, the fire may be

extinguished by magical means, but the oil remains and

may be relit.



Magnetized Floor. The floor of the sunken area is made of

metal and is strongly magnetic. Creatures made of metal

(other than the golems, below) or creatures wearing metal

armor, must succeed at a Strength check (DC 15 for

metallic heavy armor, DC 10 for metallic medium armor)

each round or become restrained. Even if they succeed at

the check, the floor, with its slippery oil, counts as difficult

terrain (again, other than to the golems, below). A creature

attempting to move more than their base speed must

succeed at a DC 15 Acrobatics check or fall prone. The

golems, with their enchanted feet, are able to grip and

release from the magnetized floor at will and thus are

neither slowed nor risk slipping. They may move normally.

Secret Door. The secret door in the southern alcove may be

opened only with either the key from area 1 or the key from

area 17a.

Initial Actions. If any creature enters the room and triggers

the golems to animate, but does not otherwise take a

hostile action, then the four-armed meteorite-iron golem

strides down the stair and ten feet into the center of the

brazier floor, unfurling his arms and brandishing 4

enormous swords menacingly, while the two flame-forged

hell hound golems move diagonally to stand next to the

unlit braziers on the lip of the alcove. If all occupants of the

room leave and the door to area 13 is closed, the golems

reset. If creatures trigger the golems and are hostile, they

attack immediately.

Initial Tactics. The hell hound golems do not immediately

set the oil aflame, preferring to use that trick on a

subsequent round to both damage the greatest amount of

creatures and to heal themselves and the meteorite-iron

golem. The hell hound golems also do not both use their

fire breath in the same round, preferring to stagger the use

of their breath for maximum effect and to relight the oil if it

is quenched, and for one to use as healing on the main

golem if needed. The golems know when their companions'

breath weapons are recharged.

The Big Show. The meteorite-iron golem will wait to use his

poison breath until he has taken at least a third of his hit

points in damage. After several rounds of combat, or if the

main golem appears to be taking damage, if the hell hound

golems are higher in the initiative order than the main

golem and if they are so instructed by the main golem via

telepathic communication, one of the hell hound golems

will ready his breath weapon attack until after the main

golem attacks (no need to do this if they are after the main

golem in initiative order). The meteorite-golem will then

breathe his poison gas, after which time one of the hell

hound golems will breathe fire, igniting the poison gas and

the brazier floor at the same time, if it is not already lit.

Note that the iron golem will always stand within or

immediately adjacent to the poison gas cloud and will also

be targeted within the cone of the hell hound's flame, thus

it will gain healing from all of those events--the fire breath

of the hell hounds, the subsequent explosion of the gas and

then the fire effect from the floor. Use this combo as a

cinematic and deadly event within the combat. It may be

worth reminding players about Inspiration or other

abilities, as this may be a very deadly event.

Fiery Healing. Remember that every turn the floor is on fire,

so long as the golems are within it, the fire heals them for

2d8 per round.

Flying Characters. When faced with flying characters, the

flameforged hell hound golems will use their standing leap

ability to jump and either bite lower-flying characters or

breath fire at those characters they can't bite, perhaps in

conjunction with a gas cloud breath attack by the

meteorite-iron golem. Their bite following a leap can reach

25 feet off the floor, while their fire breath following a leap

can reach up to the ceiling at 35 feet. The meteorite-iron

golem stands 10 feet tall and thus its breath could extend

to 25 feet above the floor of the chamber, though the

explosion from the breath if ignited would easily reach any

flying creature in the room.

Teamwork Grapple. If both flameforged hell hound golems

successfully leap and bite the same creature, that creature

is grappled and, if flying, is dragged back down to the

ground when the golems end their leap. The grappled

creature is prone and takes falling damage based on the

distance it fell if it was airborne. Unless released by the

golems upon landing, the creature remains grappled by the

hell hound golems and may escape with a DC 16 Strength

(Acrobatics) check. If the hell hound golems use their fire

breath attack on a creature they have grappled, any such

attacks are treated as critical hits. Using both fire breath

attacks, if available, on a single grappled PC is particularly

brutal, and strongly encouraged!

Treasure. If the golems are slain, the oil drains from the

room and the front breastplate of the meteorite-iron golem

opens, revealing a beating metallic heart. It may be

removed unharmed and still beating with a DC 20 check

using tinker's tools or smith's tools. The beating heart is

the magical key to the secret doors at areas 13 and 11. See

those rooms for more details. Also, within the chest of the

meteorite-iron golem is a now non-magical diamond worth

10,000 gp. If the hell hound golems are opened, there is a

5,000 gp now non-magical ruby within each. None of the

gems require special checks to remove intact.
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I love Dyson Logos' maps, so I thought I'd take a
stab at writing a "fun" encounter. Those statue
icons screamed out for golems and oil, and an old
fire healing trick I used years ago. My players hated
it then and yours will now.

Meteorite-Iron Golem
Large construct, unaligned

Armor Class 21 (natural armor)
Hit Points 220 (21d10+105)
Speed 30 ft.

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA

24 (+7) 9 (-1) 21 (+5) 3 (-5) 11 (+0) 1 (-5)

Damage Immunities fire, lightning, poison, psychic;
bludgeoning, piercing, and slashing from
nonmagical weapons that aren't adamantine

Condition Immunities charmed, exhausted,
frightened, paralyzed, petrified, poisoned

Senses darkvision 120 ft., passive Perception 10
Languages understands the languages of its creator

but can't speak, telepathy 120 ft.
Challenge 18 (20,000 XP)

Fire and lightning Absorption. Whenever the golem
is subjected to fire or lightning damage, it takes no
damage and instead regains a number of hit points
equal to the fire or lightning damage dealt.

Immutable Form. The golem is immune to any spell
or effect that would alter its form.

Dimensional Anchor. The golem is immune to spells
such as teleport, gate, banishment, maze or other
spells that force extradimensional travel.

Magic Resistance. The golem has advantage on
saving throws against spells and magical effects.

Magic Weapons. The golem's attacks are magical.

Actions
Multiattack. The golem makes four melee attacks.

Sword. Melee Weapon Attack: +13 to hit, reach 5ft.,
one target. Hit 23 (3d10+7) slashing damage

Vitriolic Poison Breath (Recharge 6). The golem
exhales poisonous gas in a 15-ft. cone. Each
creature in the area must make a DC 19
Constitution save, taking 45 (10d8) poison damage
on a failed save, or half as much on a successful
one. The poison cloud lingers for 1 additional
round after it is exhaled. Creatures spending any
portion of their next round in the cloud must make
an additional save. The lingering gas is flammable. If
contacted by flame, the gas explodes for 25 (8d6)
fire damage to all within a 60-foot radius.

Reactions
Parry. The golem adds 5 to its AC against one melee
attack that would hit it. To do so, the golem must
see the attacker.

Lightning Reflection. Rather than heal from it, the
golem may reflect lightning damage back at the PC,
who is entitled to an appropriate saving throw
against the returned effect, if any.

Flameforged Hell
Hound Iron Golem
Medium construct, unaligned

Armor Class 17 (natural armor)
Hit Points 93 (11d8+44)
Speed 50 ft.

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA

19 (+4) 18 (+4) 6 (-2) 10 (+0) 13 (+2) 1 (-5)

Damage Immunities fire, poison, psychic;
bludgeoning, piercing, and slashing from
nonmagical weapons that aren't adamantine

Condition Immunities charmed, exhausted,
frightened, paralyzed, petrified, poisoned

Senses blindsight 60 ft., darkvision 120 ft., passive
Perception 10

Languages understands the languages of its creator
but can't speak, telepathy 60 ft.

Challenge 8 (3,900 XP)

Fire Absorption. Whenever the golem is subjected
to fire damage, it takes no damage and instead
regains a number of hit points equal to the fire or
lightning damage dealt.

Immutable Form. The golem is immune to any spell
or effect that would alter its form.

Magic Resistance. The golem has advantage on
saving throws against spells and other magical
effects.

Magic Weapons. The golem's weapons attacks are
magical.

Actions
Hellish Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +7 to hit, reach
5ft., one target. Hit 11 (2d8+3) piercing damage
plus 10 (3d6) fire damage.

Fire Breath (Recharge 5--6). The golem exhales fire
in a 15-foot cone. Each creature in that area must
make a DC 15 Dexterity saving throw, taking 21
(6d6) fire damage on a failed save, or half as much
on a successful one.

Coiled Leap. The golem's powerful canine form can
coil to long jump up to 30 feet and high jump up
to 20 feet, with or without a running start.


